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Abstract

Today, commencing university students come from a diversity of backgrounds and have a broad range of abilities and attitudes. It is well known that attitudes towards mathematics, especially mathematics anxiety, can affect student’s performance to the extent that mathematics is often seen as a barrier to success by many. This paper reports on the design, development and evaluation of an interactive multimedia resource designed to explicitly address students’ beliefs and attitudes towards mathematics by following five real life characters as they progress through the highs and low of studying a preparatory mathematics course. The resource was built within two theoretical frameworks, one related to effective numeracy teaching (Marr and Helme 1991) and the other to effective educational technology development (Laurillard 2002) and utilizes a number of multimedia alternatives (video, audio, animations, diarying, interactive examples and self assessment) to encourage students to feel part of a group, to reflect on their feelings and beliefs about mathematics, to expose students to authentic problem solving and generally build confidence through practice and self-assessment. Evaluation of the resource indicated that it encouraged students to value their own mathematical ability and helped to build confidence, while developing mathematical problem solving skills. The evaluation clearly demonstrated that it was possible to address the affective domain through multimedia initiatives and can complement the current focus on computer mediated communication as the primary method of addressing affective goals within the online environment.

Introduction

To be successful at university studies, students need to be academically numerate, which involves not only skills in manipulating and interpreting quantitative components of tertiary curricula, but the confidence to do it. In Australia, universities are being required to cater for a growing diversity of students who are often not prepared for the academic numeracy rigours of their discipline. Such students are often anxious about studying mathematics at any level, whether it is in a traditional mathematics based course (for example, engineering or science) or a non-mathematical course (for example, nursing or business). In order to assist this diverse population, universities have searched for alternative methods to support students prior to and after entering undergraduate studies.

It is clear that in the search for alternative methods, the importance of the relationship between the affective and cognitive aspects of student learning cannot be ignored. This relationship is one of the lynchpins of constructivist learning theory, and instructional programs in mathematics, especially those designed for adult students returning to study mathematics, must develop both aspects simultaneously to be effective. In support of this,

poststructuralists believe that the learning of mathematics is deeply bound in socially organised activities and systems of meaning (Agre 1997) and that students need to communicate, argue and reflect in a social environment. Bandura’s (1997) social cognitive theory maintains it is students’ beliefs about the value of a learning activity, their expectation of success and their enjoyment of it that will motivate them to undertake it (Pintrich and de Groot 1990). Such components of the affective domain have been discussed widely in the literature for many years (Tobias 1993, Higbee and Thomas 1999), especially in the adult education literature where historically, high levels of maths anxiety (for example) have been recorded in adult students returning to university study (Benn and Burton 1993, Benn 1997, O'Donoghue 2000, Taylor and Mohr 2001). The relationship between cognition, as measured by performance, and mathematics anxiety and other measures of the affective domain (mathematics self concept, mathematics self efficacy, and joy and beliefs about mathematics) have also been widely reported (Pajares 1996, Higbee and Thomas 1999, Hsiu-Zu, Sentark, Lam, Zimmer, Hong, Okamoto, Nakazawa and Wang 2002, Cates and Rhymer 2003, Ma and Xu 2004, Stevens, Olivarez, Lan and Tallent-Runnels 2004). Yet although these relationships are not strong, many still express concern. For example, Evans (1999) believes that affect has a strong influence on the ability of students to transfer mathematical skills from one context to another, and argues that this has been largely ignored in accounts of mathematical thinking. Researchers working with adult students report observing high levels of mathematics anxiety (Mackenzie 2002, Perry 2004) and express concerns that when this is associated with poor preparedness, poor mathematical proficiency can develop and be a barrier to further education experiences (Benn and Burton 1993, Benn 1997, O’Donoghue 2000).

In the university sector, the mathematical preparedness of students has been a concern for many years, not only in mathematics based programs (Learning and Teaching Support Network 2005, Coutis, Cuthbert and MacGillvray 2002) but also in non-mathematical ones, such as nursing (Pozehl 1996). Moreover, many commencing students are also reported to have high levels of mathematics anxiety (Mackenzie 2002, Perry 2004). This research has been reinforced over the years by the authors’ work in the tertiary context for bridging and undergraduate students. For example, a series of studies, involving over 600 students in total enrolled in a Tertiary Preparation Program, have been undertaken using a both surveys and interviews to investigate the role of affective factors on success (Taylor 1995, Taylor and Mohr 2001, Carmichael and Taylor 2005, Carmichael, Dunn and Taylor 2006). Results indicate that enjoyment, confidence and self-efficacy are generally lower in adult students than those seen in recent school leavers (Taylor and Mohr 2001) and are often accompanied by poor mathematical proficiency skills (Taylor 1995, Carmichael, Dunn and Taylor 2006). Particular groups of undergraduate students can also show poor attitudes and mathematical skills. For example, some nursing students are not only anxious about mathematics, but their basic mathematics skills are often below desired entry levels (Galligan 1999, Galligan and Taylor 2005).

Marr and Helme (1991) provide curriculum solutions to this unpreparedness in their work with teachers of basic numeracy in which they present a pedagogical framework that incorporates strategies for effective face-to-face teaching to address mathematics anxiety. These solutions include:
- realisation that mathematics anxiety exists and exhibits itself in different ways with different people
- identification with others in the same situation
- demonstration that they have mathematical skills already
- exemplars and activities on how to solve mathematical problems

strategies to solve non-routine problems using problem solving techniques
- exemplars and activities involving group discussions
- examples and activities involving mathematics that occurs in everyday life to help understand concepts underlying procedural knowledge student often possess
- examples and activities that indicate that there is more than one way to solve a problem
- ways in which they can assess their own progress
- realistic stories of success.

In 2001, at the University of Southern Queensland, Taylor and Mohr reported on how this framework could be extended into the traditional (print based) distance education of students who exhibited anxiety and other poor attitudes to mathematics. This was later extended to video (Taylor and Galligan 2002) and online multimedia packages designed to support undergraduate students (Taylor 2002). As outlined in the following sections, as new technologies became available and accessible, an integration of these approaches using multimedia was the next step in the development of a mathematics programs for adult students, to improve their access and engagement while studying at a distance or in isolation.

Laurillard’s ‘Conversational Framework’ (2002) for the effective use of technology was chosen to develop the program further. This framework matches well with Marr and Helme’s (1991) ‘effective pedagogy’ in that it espouses that ‘effective technology based pedagogy’ must include discursive, adaptive, interactive and reflective components. That is, for each of these components, the learner must not only have access to the major conceptions being explained or advanced, but must also be able to act on these explanations, to obtain feedback on their own conceptions, and be able to adapt as a result of reflection. This process can occur in any teaching-learning situation but in the case of educational technology a dialogue between a teacher and the student is developed through a multimedia medium.

This paper reports on the design, implementation and evaluation of an interactive multimedia initiative that aimed to address explicitly the components of the affective domain in conjunction with cognitive achievement. The initiative is grounded in research on mathematics anxiety and framed within pedagogies of Marr and Helme (1991) and Laurillard (2002).

The students

Students were located at The University of Southern Queensland (USQ), a large multi-mode regional university (26 000 students in 2005; 70% mature aged) in eastern Australia. Students targeted for this development were found in two places:

- in bridging programs, such as the USQ Tertiary Preparation Program (TPP), where up to 400 adult students are routinely enrolled each semester in a preparatory mathematics course offered only at a distance; and
- as participants in academic learning support programs, such as USQ’s Learning Centre, which handles approximately 1000 mathematics inquiries per year from on-campus and distance education undergraduate students.

Architecture of the system

To create a collaborative, interactive and reflective environment as envisioned by
Laurillard’s Conversational Framework, the system focused on the experiences and stories of five characters (Table 1) who were enrolled in an introductory mathematics course. The characters were from five different backgrounds and were based on composites of real characters the authors have met in their teaching experiences. The system developed from a traditional 20 minute video (VHS) described in Taylor and Galligan (2002), to a CD ROM with the capacity to move to online delivery.

**Mary-Anne** is a single mother, aged 35, who has secretarial training and experience. She has enrolled part-time at University to prove that she can still do it.

**David** is a mature-aged external student, aged 35. He is a farm mechanic by trade but now wants to become a teacher.

**Lenny** is an Aboriginal artist, aged 38, who has returned to study business externally.

**Cindy** is 25 and from Asia. She needs to study statistics in order to qualify as a psychologist.

**Susan** has just left school to study nursing. She is 18 and is studying full-time

**Table 1: Description of the five real life characters used to direct the initiative.**

The initiative is designed to address all of the principles of teaching and strategies to overcome mathematics anxiety detailed previously. The multimedia initiative uses a story telling approach to follow the characters through the highs and lows of studying as they use their own experiences to overcome their fears of mathematics and prepare themselves for success in tertiary studies such as nursing, teaching, psychology and business. Each character is brought to life through images, text based life histories, video and audio clips of their participation in mathematics activities, and personal written reflections. Each is further identified with a particular mathematics topic. For example, ‘Lenny’ is always associated with the fractions topics. In conjunction with the story telling approach, students using the CD-ROM will be able to:

- see video clips of the characters solving mathematics problems in context
- see video clips of the characters involved in group problem solving sessions
- view and hear more formal instructional sessions which include animations and voice over
- participate in interactive examples
- test themselves using Self Test
- create and print a diary of personal notes and comments.

Figure 1 details the storyboard structure for the initiative. Five mathematical topics were covered including whole numbers, calculations, negative numbers, fractions, and order of calculations.

In addition to sections on mathematical examples (with interactive tools and

---

animations) and a diary (with note taking and a reflective journal), the CD-ROM uses a number of different techniques, outlined below, to engage the students and to address the objectives of the initiative.

**Video Story and Group Discussion-video and text**

The ‘video story’ aims to put mathematics in a relevant context by getting the characters to discuss mathematics in a real life situation. For example, under the numbers topic, a video of two people comparing costs of bricks is used to introduce the topic of large numbers. It is presented on video and explained mathematically as screen text and symbols.

The ‘group discussion’ aims to represent a group problem solving session in a study group setting, either in a classroom or in a private home, and shows the characters battling with a particular problem by bouncing ideas off each other, taking risks and building on individual strengths to the benefit of the group. It also aims to show the advantages of group work and how alternative solutions are possible and correct. In the group discussion activity, actors were instructed to sometimes talk directly with the camera in an attempt to involve the viewer. Both of these components involve a short video clip, linked with a written version of the spoken script (see Figure 2). Beneath each clip is a formal written explanation of the mathematics involved.
Figure 1: General story board of initiative

Mary-Anne: *(Looking at camera)* OhHi! Goodtoseeyou. Iwasjust sayingthat’ivenessehavingalookthroughthecourseoutline foroneofthesubjectswanttotodonextsemester. Youneeda degreejusttoreadthroughallthisandfindeverything. But look at this......it says there are two sections to every assignment. Onepartisworth35marksandtheotherisworth 15marks.

Lenny: What, for all the assignments! Can’t be many assignments then.

Mary-Anne: Itsaysthereare4,butthat’soomanymarksdon’tyouthink? Ithoughtitshouldaddupto100

David: Iguesstheycanmakeitadduptohowevermanymarksthey like....ifyoucandomaths. Whatdiditaddupto?

Mary-Anne: Ihaven’treallyworkeditout. Well......it’s4sectionswith35 marksand4sectionswith15marks.

Hume......Whatdoesthat make? *(Susan writes in book)*

Susan: Iwroteitdownasyouweresayingit. I’vegot4with35and4 with15.

Lenny: That’seasy,justwritethemalloutandaddthemup. 35+35+35+15+15+15+15 Let’ssee(using calculator)that’s200marks.

Mary-Anne: Comeon...there’sgottobeeasierwaythanthat.

David: Let's go back to what you wrote it out Susan I'll do some math translation here! Hey, does this mean I speak a second language? (see him writing this down on paper) 4 with 35 well that's 4 times 35 and 4 with 15 is 4 times 15 You'd have to do the multiplications and then add the answers together.

Susan: Yeah, I remember a rule like that.

Mary-Anne: Let's leave that to another time eh? All this multiplying and adding, I'm not going to worry about the marks, just think of it as 4 assignments, that's not many!

Lenny: Oh OK, but let's do some more of these distributive law things, I think I've got the hang of these..............there's 5 of us here let's get cracking! (they all start to shuffle their books about).............

Figure 2 Extract from script from order of operations ‘group discussion’

Learn More about…. animations and audio

This section was designed to be expository in nature and leads students through an explanation of a particular topic. It focuses primarily on spoken explanations accompanied by images and animations (Figure 3). The students, who can progress forward at any time using a next screen button, control the pace of instruction. At relevant points along the sequence, students are given the option to link to alternative parts of the package such as glossary, character reflections, personal diary, video stories, group discussions, examples and ‘Self Test’. ‘Examples’ is designed to be interactive and give students practice with completing calculations and solving more complex problems associated with each topic. Students are first encouraged to have an initial attempt, before prompts or solutions are given. Musical sounds indicate the correctness or otherwise of the attempt. Animations, text and a number of different tools are used in this component and include matching numbers, placing numbers on a scale and so on. In more complex word problems, students are given prompts to help them move through standard problem solving steps. At the end of the section students are able to link directly with ‘Self Test’ if they believe they are ready.
Self Test – interactive self assessment

This section is a computer managed test (called Self Test) that is characterised by its open structure (not based on multiple choice questions), its ability for students to submit a variety of different solutions to a mathematics question, and to offer part marks for a submission. On the completion of ‘Self Test’ students are provided with a plan for future study linked with learning modules, all available online within this program. ‘Self Test’ is included at the end of each topic to allow students to assess their progress. On completion of ‘Self Test’ students are given a list of mathematics subtopics that they have to master. The design and structure of ‘Self Test’ has been described in detail elsewhere (Taylor 1998).

The Diary

The Diary is designed to encourage students to reflect on their feelings and beliefs about their mathematics achievement and to assist them to develop a set of notes associated with the course. The diary is partitioned into five mathematics topics each with a ‘Notes and Reflection’ section. Students can choose to make typed entries into any category or to insert links to other places within the package. The types of things that students might write in their reflections are modelled by the characters, informally, throughout the video stories and discussion groups, and formally, in ‘Learn more about…’. Students are also given prompts when it might be worthwhile to make such a reflection throughout the ‘Learn more about…’ sections. Printable copies of the diary are also possible.

Evaluation

The evaluation of the package took place in two stages. In the pilot phase, the primary
aim was to determine the technical usability of the package, while in the final phase the primary aim was to determine the educational effectiveness, after technical difficulties had been repaired. The methodologies used in the evaluations were varied to suit the situation of the students involved. Fifty five different students in total, participated in both phases of the evaluation, which used one of three data collection methods:

- Focus group interviews of groups of students located within travelling distance of the university and following methodologies described in Lederman (1990). These interviews aimed to probe deeply into students' beliefs, feelings, thoughts and behaviour when using the software. In this research, the focus groups consisted of two groups (one of two participants and one of eleven participants) led by an experienced facilitator. Student anonymity was maintained throughout. Taped scripts of the discussion were taken, then transcribed. Using grounded theory, the transcripts were analysed and key themes identified.

- A questionnaire was mailed to remote students participating in the pilot (32 students) and final evaluations (10 students). The questions aimed to gather quantitative data on the usage patterns of the participants and their general comments and beliefs about the technical and educational effectiveness of the package. The questionnaire asked students to mark on a storyboard of the program, which components they had visited and to indicate where technical difficulties had occurred. Students were then asked to specifically comment on whether the package helped with their mathematics learning and whether their feelings about mathematics had changed since using the package.

- Telephone interviews were conducted with 20 distant students after questionnaires had been received. During the interviews, after an initial discussion of their feelings and beliefs about mathematics, the students were asked specifically, about their use of the package. Then they were prompted to discuss the package by responding to the following questions:
  - What parts of the package did you find useful and why?
  - What parts were least useful?
  - Have your feelings about mathematics changed since doing the package?

Interviews were transcribed and analysed using the same methodology as the focus group interviews.

**Pilot evaluation**

This stage of the evaluation used all three techniques described above. The first evaluation was conducted in a face-to-face setting, in a computer laboratory, using focus group discussion techniques, and the second, in a distance setting, was conducted through questionnaire and telephone interview. All participants were current TPP mathematics students. The face-to-face session attracted only two students while the distance evaluation involved 32 students who were sent a CD-ROM, a questionnaire, and later interviewed by telephone. As indicated above, the questionnaire asked students to mark on a storyboard of the program which components they had visited and also to indicate where technical difficulties had occurred. Students were then asked to specifically comment on whether the package helped with their mathematics learning and whether their feelings about mathematics had changed since using the package. In both evaluations the team found unexpected difficulties associated with the participants' lack of computer experience. The students who had technical difficulties were interviewed by phone to ascertain the particular nature of the difficulties, which were logged for improvement. The majority of these
difficulties were associated with unfamiliarity with program installation and browser use. Package speed also proved to be too slow during the viewing of animations and video clips. Only ten distant students were able to load the package and evaluate the learning materials. Of these ten students, seven recorded that they believed the package had assisted them with their mathematics learning, while nine believed that their feelings about mathematics had changed after using the package. Typically they made the following comments:

The video story and group discussion was interesting .. they were ordinary people using ordinary examples

The clear and easy to understand ways the story was written. The examples and the explanation of what was going wrong.

The videos and diagrams made the subject much more interesting – sometimes when I am just reading (at home) it’s so boring it puts me to sleep.

I am now more positive about mathematics. I think it will change anyone’s idea of learning maths.

The two students who tested the package in the computer lab and were interviewed had views similar to the distance education students. This stage of the evaluation showed that the instructional design of the package was well received and easy to follow but that the installation process had to be further refined to account for the low level of computer expertise of many of the target group. This was accomplished over the next year.

Final Evaluation

This evaluation involved two groups of TPP students. One group of eleven students was brought together as a focus group in a university computing laboratory, in which the package had been installed on all computers. After an initial discussion of their feelings and beliefs about mathematics, the students were asked to navigate their way through the package and complete some activities lasting about one hour. The students were then interviewed as a group, using a series of questions as prompts. The transcript of the interview was analysed for key themes and comments.

The results of this analysis indicated that of the eleven students who participated in the study, ten declared that initially they feared, were daunted, confused or even terrified by the prospect of doing mathematics, but were very positive about using the computer to study mathematics. All had some prior computing experience. Overall, after using the package all eleven students were very positive about the functionality and useability of the package and were keen to spend more time working through it. They found it fun to do, despite their feelings about mathematics in the beginning and were particularly responsive to the humour embedded within some sections. The results were as follows.

• What parts of the package did you find useful and why? Eleven responses related to the use of ‘Examples’ and ‘Self test’ and the enjoyment related with the package. A typical comments was: … you had a little hands on but you didn’t feel like you were diving right in, just dipping your big toe in. And I went into the Self Test after I did that. I felt
confident. So I thought that was really good, it boosts you up enough to try.

• What parts were least useful? There were two responses related to reading the instructions and use of pencil and paper to assist with ‘Examples’ and ‘Self Test’. A typical comment was:

  *It was quite difficult doing <the examples> in my mind, when I was used to doing it on paper. And I couldn't do it on the screen, but it was good when it came up, like when I made a mistake, it came up with the working out. That was good.*

• Have your feelings about mathematics changed since doing the package? Eleven responses indicated that their feelings had changed in the positive direction. A typical comments was:

  *It was just very relaxing, you didn’t get tense or up-tight through any part of it. You felt part of what you were doing, rather than just facing a cold hard book. You were actually involved in the process.*

The second group of ten students were mailed the CD-ROM together with a questionnaire and a consent form requesting them to participate in a follow-up phone interview. When interviewed, the students were encouraged to discuss technical difficulties, attitudes towards mathematics, overview of the package and its relationship to their feelings about mathematics, parts of the package that they felt useful and those that were not useful.

The transcripts of the interviews were analysed for key themes and comments. All students used the CD-ROM in isolation in their own home with no access to direct technical support. No technical difficulties were encountered. The analysis of the phone interviews indicated that this group of students made more specific comments relating to their fear and anxiety of mathematics than the focus group students. All ten students, although experienced computer users, declared their feelings of either dread, fear or hatred of mathematics prior to commencing the course. Many also stated their concern about working alone on a mathematics course.

*I am as many students scared of maths. If this CD can help me in ANY way I would like to be part of the trial. I have never felt competent, but would be wonderful to feel confident.*

However, after participating in the package their feelings about studying mathematics were calmer, even relaxed. Four students mentioned that they now felt that they were part of a group and one indicated that they were now encouraged to form their own study group.

*The characters had the same questions as me and made me feel like being part of the group I am now encouraged to make contact with other students and form my own study group.*

*Doing it with the people on the CD is very good for us external students I think. Knowing there are people just like me is great.*

Five students made comments indicating that they enjoyed the situations in which the mathematics was set, specifically signifying that they could relate to the characters and felt less isolated. Although one student indicated that he thought the acting was poor. Two students thought that the humour embedded in the storyline, especially the cartoons encouraged their enjoyment of the mathematics and was a relief from more serious book...
work. Four students reported that the ‘Video Stories’ exposed them to real life mathematics they had never previously contemplated and that the ‘Group Discussion’ allowed them to think about new ways of solving problems.

\[ \text{Didn't realise how much maths in everyday life...I am starting to see maths everywhere.} \]

\[ \text{It helped with the problem solving...gave us different ways to do them...I liked the way they did it...} \]

In relation to the mathematics presented, five students indicated that the topics of negative numbers and fractions were the most useful. Typically these are the problems areas faced by most students.

\[ \text{Understanding fractions was most useful, especially with the visual in the Learn more about...section. Good to see how they are useful in everyday life.} \]

In this evaluation, the diary was seen to be the least useful component. Most students viewed it and appreciated seeing the characters’ diary entries, but did not want to take the time to make entries during the evaluation.

**Current use of the CD-ROM**

Since the evaluation of the CD-ROM, the package has been included in a number of courses.

- It was part of the supplementary materials available in TPP mathematics in 2002 and 2003.
- In 2004 it was incorporated into a larger course based CD-ROM and included in 330 distance education students study package for TPP mathematics.
- It is used within an orientation program for overseas students. Between 2002 and 2004 it was used by students who enrolled with poor numeracy skills and low levels of mathematical self concept.
- It is used within The Learning Centre by undergraduate students whose numeracy skills are low and who lack confidence with their mathematical ability.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Interactive multimedia has assumed a growing place in instruction over the last decade, especially in the area of mathematics education. It has provided students with examples of mathematics in action through animations and video, control over when and what they do through interactive menus, and interactive experiences through simulations, interactive examples and self-assessment activities. However, in most of these situations students study alone, are not encouraged explicitly to value and build on their own experiences and are unaware of others in similar situations. In this educational package the underlying premise is that knowledge is not an entity external to the student, but is constructed within the cognitive structure of every individual. In effect, it is fundamentally personal and dependent on the experiences in prior and current learning environments and social interactions (Bostock 1998). This principle is implicit within the guidelines produced by Marr and Helme (1991) used in this development. With these in mind the course

designers purposefully personalised the learning environment so that participants would feel they were a part of it rather than overlooking it. The CD-ROM presents the instruction through the eyes of students rather than an instructor. In this way we have been able to address and achieve the more subtle effects of attitudinal change through the development of characters rather than the usual development of isolated algorithms for solution of mathematical problems.

We acknowledge limitations of the evaluative procedure. As many of our external students are geographically isolated both from our main campus and each other, it was only possible to have focus groups at the home campus. Thus, students who undertook the evaluation were self, rather than randomly, selected. However the results do indicate that students’ needs, as detailed in the introduction to this paper, were met, and after using the CD-ROM many of the aims enunciated previously were achieved. Many students’ feelings of anxiety were reduced. The realization that they were not the only ones to feel this way encouraged them to feel more confident with future mathematics studies, especially when they saw that students just like them (or perhaps worse) had succeeded. The range of problem solving strategies in real world situations (‘Video story’) and in the ‘Discussion Groups’ opened students’ eyes to the wider world of mathematics that lay around them, and gave them the opportunity to reflect and then acknowledge that they had some useful mathematics skills already. The existence of the ‘Examples’ and ‘Self Test’ allowed the students to attempt and to prove their mastery of specific numeracy topics. Taken together, the achievement of these aims indicates that after using the CDROM students had increased feelings of confidence in their mathematical ability and a positive outlook towards the rest of the course. The structure of the CD-ROM allowed students to reflect on their own experiences and to find that they did have something to offer. They now felt more confident to take charge of their own learning. The major aims of the development were met and the development fits well within the two frameworks (Marr and Helme 1991, Laurillard 2002) put forward as goals of the design process.

In the face-to-face classroom or consultation situation, the affective needs of students are met openly through discussion and the behaviours of both the teacher and fellow students. But students study in different forms of isolation. Some live in isolated locations, some work in different time zones and some feel isolated by their backgrounds and sentiments. More students than we would hope in Higher Education, view mathematics as their nemesis and have an aversion to it in all its forms. The educational design of this CD-ROM, in which attitudes and beliefs towards mathematics are explicit components, clearly helps students adjust to the study of mathematics. With the increased diversity of students entering university and the increased demand for online education, strategies need to be developed where personalized interactions can be replicated in the virtual environment. The uses of interactive multimedia of this type are many and varied for mathematics education and other education practitioners, and can complement the current focus on computer mediated communication as the primary method of addressing affective goals within the online environment.
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